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Abstract: In this paper, we define the minimum energy point (MEP) as a set of supply voltage (VDD ) and threshold
voltage (VTH ) which can Minimize the energy consumption of CMOS processor under a determined performance constraint. Due to the characteristic of MEP, the coordinate of MEP varies violently when condition of processor changes
(e.g. temperature, performance constraint and activity factor ). In order to keep the processor working at MEP under
various working condition, in this paper, we proposed an process-scheduler-based MEP Tracking for soft real-time
system. This process-scheduler-based MEP tracking system is designed to determine the appropriate performance
constraint and find the corresponding operating voltage by using both sensing information form processor and working
condition from the process scheduler. We built a prototype of the process-sechduler-based MEP tracking system by
using a 32-bit RISC processor fabricated with 65-nm process technology which shows that this tracking system can
track the MEP while the ambient operating condition and workload widely change.

1.

Introduction

In the modern age, personal computer and smartphone is
spreading into every corner of the world. With the development
of technology in nearly 20 years, the performance of the newest
processor is over 3000 times greater than the processor made in
20 years ago. As a future tendency, the increasing trend of Internet of Things (IoT) will bring computer system into a lot of
objects in our daily life and connect them into Internet. Under
the influence of all these factors, the energy consumed by electronic devices has been increasing significantly in recent years.
Several energy-eﬃcient technologies have already been implemented in commercial computer system for decades such as Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS), which can dynamically scale the supply voltage (VDD ) and clock frequency
( fclk ) of processors at run time[1] . This technology can eﬀectively reduce the energy consumption caused by switch of transistors in processor. At the same time, the energy consumption
caused by leakage current can be reduced by changing the body
bias (VBB ) dynamically.
In this paper, we define a minimum energy point (MEP) as a
set of VDD and VBB which can minimize the energy consumption of a circuit under a certain performance constraint. The goal
of this work is to enable the processor to keep working at MEP
autonomously by using the information both from hardware and
software. In this work, we use simple sensors to detect changes in
ambient environment and power consumption status of processor
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itself. The working status provided by the process scheduler contains not only the busyness of the processor but also the characteristic of the process which will be executed next. By combining
the information of processes to be executed with the information
related to the target system, the proposed approach can optimize
the energy consumption of the target system when diﬀerent processes are executed.
The rest of paper is arranged as below. In chapter 2, a brief
introduction of related research will be reviewed. An architecture
and required support of the proposed performance and voltage
setting approach is presented in chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents a
implementation example of proposed approach and shows the experimental result. Chapter 5 present the conclusion of this paper.

2.

Related Works

2.1

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling

The Proposed Approach to MEP operation in this paper is
based on a system design policy named dynamic power management (DPM). The idea of DPM is to provide required performance by using the minimum resource or laying the minimum
load on such resources[2]. By selectively turning oﬀ (or degrading the performance of) system components when they are idle,
DPM can achieve energy-eﬃcient computation in diﬀerent level.
Thus it is required to predict the future with a certain accuracy if
we want to achieve energy saving by using DPM. Since if the idle
period is too short that energy overhead of turning oﬀ and waking up the system is larger than the energy consumed by system
components during the idle period, the whole system will pay an
extra energy penalty.
To achieve a further energy reduction when processors are
working at running mode, a control method named dynamic voltage and frequency control (DVFS) is introduced in[1]. Usually,
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the DVFS is combined with DPM to scale the performance and
energy consumption in running mode[3]. The DVFS control the
operating frequency and corresponding operating voltage dynamically which result in a energy minimization under a specific constraint of performance. However, it can not make a corresponding adjustment when the operating temperature, activity factor
and process condition changes since the performance and voltage
scheduler do not have the knowledge of these information. Hence
the target computer system will suﬀer an extra energy loss when
operating temperature, activity factor and process condition vary
at runtime.
2.2

Minimum Energy Tracking

It is vital to find the MEP if we want to minimize the energy
consumption while ensuring a certain level of performance. However, MEP varies violently not only when the work load changes,
but also when the process, voltage, temperature (PVT) conditions
and activity factor change, since these changes will directly or
indirectly aﬀect the value of static and dynamic energy consumption.
Diﬀerent approaches to trace the MEP are presented in [4] and
[5]. In [4], a method to keep the processor working at minimum
energy consumed condition by (1) maintaining the dynamic energy/static energy ratio as a fixed value in the active mode and
(2) tuning VBB to keep the subthreshold current equaling to the
substrate current in the standby mode. By applying similar principles, [5] presents a method to keep the leakage around 1/4.5
by dynamically adjusting the VDD and VBB so that the target processor can be kept to operating at the MEP. However, the change
of dynamic energy consumption caused by the increase or decrease of the activity factor can not be optimized by both two
methods presented in [5] and [4]. In [6], a more simpler and
quicker method to track the MEP is introduced. This algorithm
is named as minimum energy point tracking (MEPT) algorithm
which can verify if the current operating point is the MEP only by
knowledge of temperature, static and dynamic energy consumption separately. Comparing with the DVFS, the MEPT method
largely reduce the energy consumption by reducing the static energy. Moreover, the MEPT obtains the information both from
the temperature, process condition and activity factor which is reflected in the fluctuations in dynamic energy consumption, so that
it can make a corresponding adjustment of VDD and VBB when
these operating conditions vary.
2.3
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proach to keep the target processor working the MEP when the
condition of external environment and the processor itself varies.
Therefore, the proposed approach can make a corresponding adjustment of the VDD and the VBB of the target processor to keep
it working at the MEP not only when the operating temperature
and process condition of the processor change, but also when the
change happens in the working load and activity factors of the
process to be executed.

3.

Process-Scheduler-Based Approach to Minimum Energy Point Operation

3.1 Basic Principles of the Proposed Approach
In section we will discuss the basic action principle of the proposed approach by using the information from both workload, activity factor, operating temperature and process condition of the
processor.
Workload: The workload of the target system is the most dominant factor which determines a large part of the energy consumption in most instance. In the proposed approach, if the workload
becomes higher than a certain value, the performance state will
be set to one which have a higher performance. Otherwise, the
performance will be decreased.
Activity Factor: The activity factor of the program to be executed is the dominant factor of the dynamic energy of the target
processor. Hence, if the Activity factor rises, which means the
dynamic energy consumption increases, the proposed approach
will sacrifice a little eﬃciency of static energy to trade for the reduction of dynamic energy by giving a lower VDD and a weaker
reverse VBB . Otherwise, the proposed approach will sacrifice a little eﬃciency of dynamic energy to have a further reduction of the
static energy consumption by giving a higher VDD and a weaker
reverse VBB .
Temperature and Process Variation/Aging: Both the temperature , aging and variation of process condition will aﬀect the
static energy consumption of the processor. The static power consumption is exponentially proportional with the operating temperature, which means the statice energy consumption increase
exponentially when temperature rise. Similarly, the variation and
aging of the process mainly impact on the VTH which is also impact the static energy exponentially. Therefore, if the static energy is tend to grow, the proposed approach will use a little efficiency of dynamic energy to trade the reduction of the static
energy. Otherwise, the static energy will be used to trade the dynamic energy.

Our Contribution

In this work, we proposed a new approach to keep the processor operating at MEP under various condition by utilizing a
process scheduler. The performance setting algorithm can be optimized by using the characteristic of the process to be executed
provided by the process scheduler when a process is not executed
in the first time. This feature will make an extra eﬀort on the reduction of energy consumed by the target computer system when
some processes are executed repeatedly. At the same time, the
proposed approach also obtains the information from ambient environment and processor itself, which can help the proposed ap-
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3.2

Overview of the Proposed Approach

In this section, we present a process-scheduler-based approach
to minimum energy point operation in processors which minimizes the energy consumption of target processor dynamically
under diﬀerent working status. The core logic is divided into
two parts as performance constraint setting and voltage setting.
The algorithm of performance constraint setting is presented in
[7] which is deciding the performance by watching the length of
queue in CPU’s buﬀer. In terms of the voltage setting algorithm,
it is divided into two parts by situation.
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The overview of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1.
Every time the scheduler dispatches a process for running on the
processor, the MEPT manager first determine the clock frequency
for the dispatched process based on the length of the wait queue.
Then the optimal pair of VDD and VTH (i.e, MEP) is determined
for the process based on the clock frequency, activity factor of
the newly dispatched process and sensor information such as chip
temperature and leakage power. At the same time, the processor
temperature, dynamic power, and static power consumption values need to be estimated separately at run time to verify if the processor is operating in the MEP. The process scheduler will record
the activity factor and the number of clock cycle during executing
a process at first time. The characteristic of the process will be
provided to the performance and voltage setting algorithm with
the current queueing status of the processes, when the recorded
process is going to be executed again. The working status from
process schedular and sensing results from sensors are both stored
in corresponding registers and ready to be used at the end of each
interval.

Fig. 1 The Overview of The Proposed Approach

3.3

Performance and Voltage setting Algorithm

This section gives a detailed describe of the performance and
voltage setting algorithm (PVS algorithm) and shows the implementation of the whole algorithm. We assume the PVS algorithm
is triggered periodically by a timer interruption or external interruption. When the PVS algorithm is triggered by the interruption,
it will execute Performance setting algorithm and voltage determination algorithm in order. Before starting the PVS algorithm,
the process scheduler will decide the process to be executed in
the next interval and provide the corresponding working status to
the PVS algorithm.
3.3.1 Performance Setting Algorithm
The performance setting algorithm is to decide the performance in the next interval based on the relationship between Current Length of Queue (Ln ) and Increase/Decrease Performance
Threshold Length (Lthh /Lthl ). The performance state for the next
interval will be set to top performance state if the number of required clock cycle to execute the coming process is so large that
will have a serious impact on the waiting time of other processes
in the queue. The threshold number of clock cycle for maximum performance (Nth ) should be determined by the actual performance of the target processor and power management policy.
Note that the Number of Executing Clock Cycle of The Process
ⓒ 2019 Information Processing Society of Japan
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(Nprocess ) is an optional input of the performance setting algorithm. When a process is executed in the first time, the Nprocess
will be set to 0. Lthh and Lthl can be determined by the policy.
If the policy is tend to high performance, Lthh and Lthl should be
relatively short. Otherwise it should be relatively long.
3.3.2 Voltage Setting Algorithm
The voltage setting algorithm is divided into two parts which
are MEPT and Delay Tracking with A Fixed VDD . By comparing the precious performance state and current state, main algorithm will decide which subroutine to use. If the performance
constraint changed for working load variation, the operating voltage will be set by using a semi-fixed table of performance state.
Otherwise, the operating point will be tracked by using MEPT algorithm presented in [6] from the current operating point. Firstly,
we describe the detail of Delay Tracking with A Fixed VDD in
Algorithm 1. The fitting parameter kT is diﬀerent in every processor and can be fitted by testing the processor. Notice that the
fitting parameter kf should be fitted very carefully for avoiding
convergence of VBB being too slow or VBB varying too much at
one time.
From the Algorithm 1, we can infer that the VDD is directly set
to VDDi (0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1) after the the performance state Px(n+1) is
determined in performance setting algorithm. By determining the
VDD of the next interval in one step, the convergence speed of the
delay tracking will have a significant increase . However, if we
set the VDD of the next interval as a fixed VDDi , the target system
may suﬀer an extra energy loss when operating condition changes
such as ambient temperature. In order to prevent the happening
of energy loss, we set the VDD dynamically by current temperature of the target system. As we explained in section3.1, the VDD
should be higher than the pre-set VDDi in the performance state
table when the current temperature is higher than the reference
temperature. The initial value of VDDi in the performance state
table is determined by the supply voltage of the corresponding
MEP measured under a certain operating condition with margin
in advance. Note that the Reference Temperature (T 0 ) should be
the temperature which is used to measure the VDDi . Similarly, the
impact from activity factor caused by diﬀerent processes should
also be concerned. Typically, when the activity factor of a process
becomes higher, the dynamic energy will increase while the static
energy is constant. Otherwise the MEP have a higher VDD with a
stronger reverse VBB . In order to comply with this tendency, the
VDD for the next interval is set around the the pre-set VDDi by the
relationship between the current activity factor (αprocess ) and the
reference activity factor (αref ) as it shown in Algorithm 1. Note
that the reference activity factor is the activity factor of the program which is used to decide the VDDi . The software function of
the MEPT tracking is introduced in [8].
3.4 Requirement of Hardware Support
In addition to the hardware support required for DVFS systems, The proposed approach to minimum energy operation requires temperature sensors, dynamic and static power sensors.
Note that MEPT requires separate detection of dynamic and static
power values. This feature can be solved by integrating dedicated
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Algorithm 1 Delay Tracking with A Fixed VDD
Require: Previous Performance State(Pi(n) ), Current Performance
State(Px(n+1) ),Table of Supply Voltage(VDD0 , VDD1 ....VDDk−1 ), Table of
Clock Frequency( fclk0 , fclk1 .... fclkk−1 ), Current Clock Frequency( fclk(n) ),
Current Supply Voltage(VDD(n) ), Current Body Bias(VBB(n) ), Step Size
of Body Bias(∆VBB ), Margin(∆ f ), Critical Path Delay(D), Current
Temperature(T ), Reference Temperature(T 0 ), Activity Factor of Next
Process(αprocess ), Reference Activity Factor(αref )
Ensure: Next Supply Voltage(VDD(n+1) ), Next Body Bias(VBB(n+1) ), Next
Clock Frequency( fclk(n+1) )
if (Begin Delay Tracking with A Fixed VDD ) then
if (Pi(n) > Px(n+1) ) then
fclk(n+1) = fclkx {If needed performance going down}
VDD(n+1) = VDDx + kT (T − T 0) − kact (αprocess − αref ) {Slow the clock
first}
while ( D1 − fclk(n+1) > ∆ f ) do
VBB(n+1) = VBB(n) − ∆VBB ∗ kf ( D1 − fclk(n+1) )
end while
else
VDD(n+1) = VDDx + kT (T − T 0) − kact (αprocess − αref ) {If needed performance going up}
{Tune the voltage first}
while ( D1 − fclkx > ∆ f ) do
VBB(n+1) = VBB(n) + ∆VBB ∗ kf ( D1 − fclkx )
fclk(n+1) = fclkx
end while
end if
end if
END

online sensors for measuring dynamic and static power consumption separately. Implementing a total power sensor and a static
power senor will also solve the problem since the dynamic power
can be obtained by subtracting the static power value from the
total power consumption. Since the values of sensors need to be
easily accessed from the software function running on the processor, it is recommended that sensor values should be stored in
dedicated registers in processor.
Diﬀerent from the DVFS, the proposed approach to minimum
energy point operation needs to tune not only VDD but also VBB
dynamically. Therefore, similar to DVFS, the proposed approach
also needs a body bias generator in addition. However, unlike
DC-DC converter and PLL which already have been researched
in decades, body bias generator for dynamically tunning the VBB
of transistors are not suﬃciently studied. An energy and area efficient body bias generator are presented in [9]. In general, any
type of body bias generator can be selected which provides a wide
range of body bias from reverse bias to forward bias in an energy
and area eﬃcient way that covers MEPs under a wide range of
performance constraints.
3.5 Requirement Feature for Process Scheduler
In order to achieve the goal of the proposed approach, the process scheduler is also need to be modified. The proposed approach have no preference with the process scheduling algorithm.
Therefore any kinds of process scheduler can be used as long
as the scheduling algorithm can obtain the process to be executed. Since the process scheduler need to record and send the
ⓒ 2019 Information Processing Society of Japan
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characteristic of the processes have been executed, a database is
needed to store these characteristic with the corresponding ID of
processes. After the process to be executed is determined by a
scheduling algorithm, the process scheduler will judge if the determined process is executed before by searching the it’s ID in
database (DataProcess ). If the determined process (Pnext ) is executed once before, the process scheduler will send the activity
factor (αprocess ) and the number of executing clock cycle (Nprocess )
of the Pnext to performance and voltage setting algorithm. Otherwise, the output αprocess and Nprocess will be set as NULL. The
process scheduler will record the αprocess and Nprocess of the Pnext
and fill them in DataProcess at the same time.

4.

Case study by Exploiting A 32-bit RISC
Processor

4.1

An Implementation Example of the proposed approach

In this section, we present an implementation example of the
proposed approach by using a 32-bit RISC processor.
4.1.1 Target Processor
The target processor of this implementation example is a 32bit, 5-stage pipelined RISC processor fabricated in a 65-nm
SOTB process technology. A 4-kB Instruction-Cache, 8-kB
Instruction-SPM (Scratch Pad Memory) and 16-kB Data-SPM
are employed by the processor. The clock signal of the processor
core and memory can be selected from either outside or a Voltage
Control Oscillator (VCO) integrated in processor chip. As it is
demonstrated in section 3.4, it is vital that having a on-chip sensor
of dynamic/static power, temperature and critical path delay when
we want to chase the MEP dynamically. The target processor applies fully digital on-chip sensors proposed in [10],[11],[12]. An
overview of the on-chip sensors is presented in[8].
4.1.2 The Software Function and Pseudo Process scheduler
The software function and the pseudo process scheduler is implemented in host PC by using the Python programing language.
The process scheduling algorithm used in the pseudo process
scheduler is named as first-come-first-serve (FCFS) scheduling
which is easy to implement. In this implementation, we treat a
single purpose program as a process which will be requested by a
pre-set working scenario. The pseudo process scheduler will also
verify whether the process is executed for the first time. If the process is executed for the first time, the pseudo process scheduler
will record the number of clock cycle for executing the process
as workload and the frequency of the pipeline acts as the activity
factor. Both the ID of process, corresponding workload and activity factor will be stored into a table built by the pseudo process
scheduler. Otherwise, the pseudo process scheduler will find the
workload and activity information of the from the table and send
them to the performance voltage setting algorithm.
4.1.3 Implementation Overview
As it is shown in Fig. 2, the proposed approach is implemented
by using a commercial Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
and a host computer. The on-chip sensor we introduced in previous section is implemented in the target processor. In Fig. 2, ”HW
event detectors” flip their output signals when the corresponding
hardware events are detected. The FPGA can measure the num-
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ber of hardware event in a fixed time interval and oscillation frequency of the leakage-driven ring oscillator and the critical path
replica. The software function implemented in host PC contains
a pseudo process scheduler and the performance voltage setting
algorithm. The pseudo process scheduler can pick a benchmark
program from several programs and send it to the target processor
through a Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART)
module by the demand of test scenario. The performance voltage setting algorithm provides the optimized performance state
and corresponding VDD and VBB based on the sensing information from FPGA and working status from the pseudo process
scheduler. The operating voltage and clock frequency change is
performed by a commercial voltage regulator based on the value
calculated from performance voltage setting algorithm.

Fig. 2 Overview of Implementation

4.2

Benchmark Program and working Scenario

The benchmark program used to evaluate the proposed approach is shown as below. In order to simulate a working environment similar to the soft real-time system by using the target
processor, we use several diﬀerent program with diﬀerent times
of iteration. More specifically, these programs are Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Adaptive Diﬀerential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) respectively.
The needed clock cycle for processing DCT, ADPCM and FFT by
the target processor is 721417, 198421 and 70075631 cycles respectively. Hence, the process time of DCT, ADPCM and FFT by
the target processor with a 100 MHz clock frequency are 7.21 ms,
1.98 ms and 700.7 ms. Since transferring the program from host
PC to the target processor and adjusting the operating voltage
both need time around 40 ms, we set the iteration times in a range
from 100 to 1000 for DCT and ADPCM while 1 to 5 for FFT
so that the time consumed by transferring program and adjusting
voltage can be ignored.
In order to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach
under various working status, we use a pre-set working scenario
to control the pseudo process scheduler so that the targe processor can experience several kinds of working status. the pre-set
ⓒ 2019 Information Processing Society of Japan
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working status is shown in Fig. 3, where the x-axis and the y-axis
represent time and process time of program respectively.

Fig. 3

Pre-set Working Scenario for Evaluation

The impulse in Fig. 3 represents a request for transferring the
program to the target processor. However, the request for transferring may not be executed immediately since the processor is running another program. Therefore, the transferring request must
wait until the processor finish the processing. If there are many
transferring requests in a short time, the transferring requests will
be executed by order.
4.3 Experimental Result
In this section, we will show the examination result of the
proposed approach in a implementation example. By using the
benchmark programs combining with the pre-set test scenario.
The result of the performance setting is shown in Fig. 4. From
the result of the performance setting we can infer that the target
processor went through a high performance condition, idle condition and medium performance station with a stable workload.
The performance state P0 to P5 represent the speed constraint of
140 MHz, 120 MHz, 100 MHz, 80 MHz, 60 MHz and 40 MHz
respectively. During the examination, the processor will only operate under these 6 kinds of clock frequencies. Moreover, the
initial voltage setting is based on the measurement result while
the target processor is executing the DCT program under 25◦ C.
Therefore, the reference temperature and activity is determined
as well.

Fig. 4

The Result of Performance Setting Based on Pre-Set Test Scenario

Fig. 5 shows a result of voltage setting when the performance
state switches for diﬀerent processes during the test scenario.
From Fig. 5, we can observe that the voltage setting at the performance state P3 for DCT and FFT are diﬀerent since the activity
factor of the FFT is lower than DCT. The voltage setting for each
performance state by the DVFS is also shown in the Fig. 5. The
margin of each operating point set by the DVFS have been leaved
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suﬃciently to ensure the processor will operate normally while
operating at the worst case.

Fig. 7
Fig. 5

Operating Points for Each Performance State

In the latter half of the test scenario, the target processor went
though a medium performance condition with a stable workload,
which means the proposed approach will start the MEPT from
the current operating point. The tracking result of the MEPT is
Shown in Fig. 6. The results of of the MEPT shows that the preset operating point by the semi-fixed table of performance state is
the nearby the true MEP. At the same time , the energy consumption also is further reduced by the MEPT.
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